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Verse 46 :

An intelligent person, who has studied the scriptures and has practised what they enjoin
should discard them after experiencing Brahman as his Self, just as a man discards the husk
when he has found the grain. [Chapter 4 – Verse 46]
Amrutabindu Upanishad :

Having studied the scriptures, an intelligent student intent on acquiring knowledge and
wisdom should discard the scriptures altogether just like one who seeks rice discards the husk.
[Verse 18]
• Complete, short Upanishad, practical.

• With what attitude one should study Shastra?
I.

Name and form

II. Teaching others
III. Memorising
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a) Jnana Vigyana Tatparaha :
Gita :

I shall declare to thee, in full, this knowledge combined with Realisation, which being known,
nothing more here remains to be known. [Chapter 7 – Verse 2]

• I will teach you Jnana and help you for Vigyanam.
Tatparaha :

• What should be intent of study of Shastram?
• For Jnana and Vigyana.
• Jnanam – intellectual clarity, Shastra Janyam
• Vigyanam – Experience, Anubhava Janyam
• Teaching = Loudly reflecting your intellect is loudly speaking to the mind.

• When you loudly reflect, others are over hearing.
• If they benefit, it is Ishvara Ichha.
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• You thank all because they give opportunity to reflect.
• Attitude = Jnana Vigyana Tatparaha.

• I am the next Vivekananda in the making… should not be the attitude.
• Even while studying, attitude should be – I want to understand, realise the higher
truth.
• Whole Sadhana of sharing knowledge = Mananam = Ishvara Ichha.

b) Phalamiva Dhanyarthi Tyajet :
• One who is keen on the grain.
• What will he do with husk.. Will dispose it off… give to cows.
• Glorious shastra… after Jnana Vigyana.
c) Tyajet Shastram Aseshataha :
• Completely give up.
• Ever abide in that experience.

• Don’t need Shastra.
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Verse 47 :

A wise man, having experienced Brahman as his Self, should keep his higher intuitive faculty
(Prajna) united with Brahman. He should not oppress his mind with many words for they are a
mere waste of energy. [Chapter 4 – Verse 47]
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

The intelligent aspirant after Brahman, knowing about this alone, should attain intuitive
knowledge. (He) should not think of too many words, for it is particularly fatiguing to the organ
of speech. [4 - 4 - 21]
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Vivekchudamani :

One should never neglect one’s steady atonement with Brahman. Bhagavan Sanatkumara, the
creator’s own son, has called inadvertence, death itself. [Verse 321]

No Greater danger is there for the Man of Wisdom than carelessness about his own real
nature. Form this comes delusion, thence egoism. This is followed by bondage and then by
Misery. [Verse 322]

Finding even a wise man hankering after the sense objects, forgetfulness torments him
through the evil propensities of the intellect, as a woman torments her doting
paramour.[Verse 323]
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As moss, even if removed, does not stay away for a moment, but closes up to cover the water
again, so also Maya, or Nescience, covers even a wise man, if he ever gets extrovert.
[Verse 324 ]

If the mind ever so slightly strays from the ideal and becomes outgoing, then it goes down and
down, just as a ball, inadvertently dropped on a flight of stairs, bounces down from one step to
another. [Verse 325]
a) Dheeraha :
• One who has Dhi – intelligence
• Sushiraha – That which has space.
• Brahmana = Brahmana Ayam Iti Brahman.
• Dedicated himself to Veda / Brahman.
• Mumukshu = Brahma Jingyasu.
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b) Tameva Vignyaya :
• After Sravana, Manana.

• Pramanagatha Sandeha :
o What Pramana says

o Jiva Brahma Aikya.
• Jiva Brahma Aikya = Prameya.

• By Manana – Doubts – Pramana Gatha Sandheha removed
• After it is removed.

c) Pragyam Kurvita :
• In that knowledge, focus, do Nididhyasana.

d) Na Anudhyaye Bahun Shabdan :
• Don’t remember various Grantha texts one has studied.

• Focus on essence.
e) Vacho Viglapanam Hi Tatu :
• Tiredness generated by unnecessary perusal of various texts.
• Grasped Prameya without any trouble.
• Now focus on essence, Pragyam Kurvita.
• Do not dissipate yourself on other texts even if they deal on the same matter.
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• Your job is over.
• Energy required to abide in the knowledge.

• Cause more strain to your organs.
• Every Upanishad says you have to drop.

• Etad Tyajasi Tad Tyajet.
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Verse 48 :

It has been clearly told in the Sruti : ‘Know that One and give up other talks’ and ‘A wise man
should restrain his speech and keep it within the mind’. [Chapter 4 – Verse 48]
Mundak Upanishad :

He in whom the heaven, the earth and the interspace are centered, together with the mind
and all life-breaths (Prana-s) – know Him alone as the one Self of all, and desist from all other
talk. This is the man’s bridge to the shore of Immortality (across the ocean of life). [II – II – 5]

Katho Upanishad :

Let the wise sink his speech into the mind, the mind into the intellect and the intellect into the
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Great Atman and the Great Atman into the Peaceful Atman.

a) Tam :
• That Brahman described in Upanishad.

• Upanishad Purusha.
b) Ekam Vijanita :

• It is one, you should know.
c) Anya Vacho Vijanita :

• Drop all other pursuit of scriptures – drop other texts after Sravanam + Mananam.
• After doubtless knowledge is gained.

• Clear, firm knowledge.
• Repeat again and again, must become Samsara.

• Knowledge Samskara should come, then only it will settle down firm in our minds.
Brahma Sutra :

The repetition (of hearing, reflection and meditation on Brahman is necessary) on account of
the repeated instruction by the scriptures. [ 4 – 1 – 1 ]
• Do Abyasa by various method.

• 9 times Tat Tvam Asi.
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• As seekers don’t think our Manana is over, natural, be careful.
• Anya Vacho Vimurchyata.

d) Yatched Vang Manasi Pragnyaha :
• Wise person must dissolve speech, Indriyas into mind.

• Mind dissolved in Ahamkara.
• Visesha Ahamkara is dissolved in Samanya Ahamkara – Mahat.

• Mahat dissolved into Prakrti, Shanta Atma.
• Self alone should remain.

• Everything has to be dropped finally.
e) Ityadhyaha :

• I have quoted few.
Srutayaha Sphuta :

• Statements of Sruti are clear.
• Even Shastriya Jiva Srishti has to be dropped.
• Atma – Brahma – Vichara – Sravanam – Mananam – Nididhyasanam – has to be
dropped.

• Shastriyam Jiva Srishti should be dropped.
• Ashastriya – Jiva Srishti – next.
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Revision : Verses 45 to 48
• Jeeva Srishti = Manasica Prapancha, the internal world of the mind.
Jiva Srishti

Shastriyam

Ashastriyam

• Sravanam + Mananam + Nididhyasanam.

• Create for ourselves by ourselves.
• Sravanam - Listening done through Mind + Ears.

• Mananam and the Nididhyasanam = Mind.
Verse 43 :
• Hold on to Shastriya Srishti till realization.

A Tattvasya Avabodha
Till / Upto time of Realisation
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• Shastriya Jiva Srishti is Valid upto realization.
• It has to be given up, is also stated by the Shastra.

• What about Ashastriya Jiva Srishti? Not promulgated by Shastra, born from our own
inner tendencies.
• Not in line with scriptural teaching.
• What is Ashastriya and how long we have to hold it.
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Verse 49 :

The duality of the mental creation of man which is not in conformity with the scripture is of
two kinds, violent and dull. That which gives rise to lust, anger and other passions is called
violent, and that which gives rise to day-dreams is called dull. [Chapter 4 – Verse 49]
a) Ashastriyam Api Dvaitam :
Dvaitam
Creation
Realm of Duality

I = Seer – Seen duality
b) Dividha :
• That too is also two fold like Jiva Srishti.
• Shastriyam = 3 fold – Sravanam / Mananam / Nididhyasanam.
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c) Teevram Mandah Iti :
Teevram

-

Virulent
Trouble some
Violent
Strong

Mandah

- Mild
- Dull
- Weak

• How much it causes pain, Ashanti, Chinta, Baya, Worry, Anxiety.
• This is Teevra type.
d) Kama Krodha Adhikam :
• With Kama – Ashanti is immediate.
• Krodha – Ashanti, simultaneous.
• Lobha, Moha, Madah, Matsarya, simultaneous.
• Kama = desire

• Krodha = Anger
• Lobha = Greed

• Moha = Delusion, Loose sense of right and wrong
Forced to action by inner push + pull.

• Madah = Arrogance, Pride, too much notion about ourself.
• Matsarya = Jealousy
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• 6 are immediate causes of sorrow and pain, hence called Teevra – Shad ripuh.
• 6 – Inner enemies of our own peace, inner equanimity.

• Nobody likes to be perturbed, flustered.
• We all like to have a cool mind.

• If mind is disturbed we find ways and means by which to come back to normality.
• Can never tolerate mental disturbance.

• 6 are causally interconnected.
• 1st begins.. Goes further.. Will bring other things with it.

• Shad Oormi – Wave.
• Wave will create more waves.

Vivekchudamani :

That which is untouched by the ‘six waves of sorrow’, which the yogi’s heart meditates upon
but which is not grasped by the sense organs, that which the intellect cannot know, which is
unimpeachable - ‘That Brahman thou art’ Meditate on this in your mind. [Verse 256]
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Shad Oormis Causal Chain :
Kama – Desire
Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

- Like Agni
- More you fulfill, it will lead to
Lobah, Greed

- More Common
- Krodha – Avatara of Kama
- Direct manifestation of Kama
not fulfilled
- More Anger results in Moha.
- Don’t know what we say, do.

Lobah – Greed
Fulfilled

- Madhah
- Pride
- Inner exuberance

Not fulfilled

- Somebody else is having that.
- Matsarya
- Jealousy comes
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• Person doesn’t know what one is talking in anger = Moha.
• Beginning is Kama.

Gita : Chapter 2

When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them arises; from attachment desire is born;
from desire arises anger… [Chapter 2 – Verse 62]

From anger comes delusion; from delusion, loss of memory; from loss of memory, the
destruction of discrimination; from destruction of discrimination, he perishes.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 63]
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• Hence called Teevra Ashastriya Jiva Srishti.
d) Mandah :

• Creates problems slowly.
Mano Rajyamam Tata Ite Ratu :

• Mandah – Ashastriya Jiva Srishti = Mano Rajya
• Itaratu = Other type is Mandah

• Day dreaming, Diva Svapna
• Does not create actual problem.

• Last day of Exam :
Ice cream, 3 movies.

• Also creates problem, loose touch with actual reality.
• In your own world of dreams, you loose time, mentally create world of illusions and
delusions.
• Can create problems later.

• Mandah type of Ashastriya Jiva Srishti.
• What should we do with Ashastriya Jiva Srishti?

• It should be dropped immediately because it is Ashastriya.
• If it is there, you can’t be a Sadhaka.
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• You will be a Samsari, worldly minded person not Jingyasu, Sadhaka (Seeker of reality –
Jnantum Ichha Iti Jingyasa).
• For seeking reality, Ashastriya should go, then become Sadhaka, practice Sravanam +
Mananam + Nididhyasanam.
• Conquer negative forces of the mind, only then the positive force can take you to the
reality.
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Verse 50 :

Before starting the study into the nature of Brahman it is necessary to give up both ; for,
mental poise and concentration are the two prerequisites for the study of Brahman, so says
the Sruti. [Chapter 4 – Verse 50]
a) Bodha Siddhaye :

• For the realization of the self, for the accomplishment of knowledge, Aparoksha
Anubhuti.
b) Ubayam Nivaryam :
Give up both.
Shastriya Jiva Srishti

Ashastriya Jiva Srishti

- Drop after or at realization

- Drop far before realization.

c) Ubayam Tatva Bodhat Prang :
• Both Teevra and Mandah Ashastriya Jiva Srishti should be dropped before Tattwa
Bodha.
• Prang Nivaryam.
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d) Yathaha, Srutam :
• Because it has been explained in the Sruti that it has to be dropped.

• One must have Shama, Samadhana.
• Only such a person becomes qualified aspirant of the self.

• Shama = Control of Mind.
• Samadhana = Focus, Concentration, not allowing mind to wander away.

• These are Pivotal for a Brahma Jingyasu.
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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This has been expressed by the following hymn: This is the eternal glory of a knower of
Brahman: it neither increases nor decreases through work. (Therefore) one should know the
nature of that alone. Knowing it one is not touched by evil action. Therefore he who knows it
as such becomes self-controlled, calm, withdrawn into himself, enduring and concentrated,
and sees the Self in his own self (body); he sees all as the Self. Evil does not overtake him, but
he transcends all evil. Evil does not trouble him, (but) he consumes all evil. He becomes
sinless, taintless, free from doubts, and Brāhmaṇa (knower of Brahman). This is the world of
Brahman, O Emperor, and you have attained it—said Yājñavalkya. ‘I give you, sir, the empire of
Videha, and myself too with it, to wait upon you.’ [4 - 4 - 23]
• One who has these virtues, experiences ultimate reality as himself.
• One should have conquered 2 types of Ashastriya Srishti.

• Shama = Control of Mind.
• No Kama, Krodha, Lobah, Madah, Matasarya if you have Shama.

• Only if you have Shama, can realise self.
• One must drop Teevra type of Ashastriya Jiva Srishti, otherwise will have no Shama.

• If a persons mind continuously goes through the senses for this or that pleasure can’t
have Dama.
e) Samahito Butva :
• Samhito = focus, concentration.

• With focus, there will be no Mano Rajya, no day dreaming, wandering.
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• Even to have desire to know the self will not arise if No Shama, Dama.
Brahma Sutra :

Hence (is to be undertaken) thereafter a deliberation on Brahman.
[I – I – 1]
• Then, therefore have desire to know the self.
• Then = After having accomplished Sadhana Chatushtaya, one is eligible for Brahma
Vidya.
• After Viveka, Vairagya, Shamadhi Shatka Sampatti, Mumukshutvam.
f) Shamah Samahitvam Cha Sadhaneshu Shrutam :
• In Sadhana chatushtam it is stated.
• Shama – control of mind is Antagonistic to Teevra (Violent – Kama – Krodha…)
• Samahita – is Antagonistic to Mandah – day dreaming.

• These have to be conquered, if these are there, no Sadhana Chatushtaya will be there.
• If no Sadhana Chatushtayam, Brahma Jingyasa will not happen, wont become Sadhaka
practicing Sravanam + Mananam + Nididhyasanam, then no Bodha Siddhi.
• Ashastriya Jiva Srishti drop immediately.

• Can I have Kama after Bodha Siddhi?
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Verse 51 :

In order to achieve, and to be established in, the state of liberation these two must be given
up. One who is subject to the urges of lust and other passions is unfit for liberation in life.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 51]

a) Heyam :
• To give up.

b) Bodhat :
• After Aparoksha Anubhuti, Vijnana of self, experience of self.

• Question is not valid.
• Power of Kama, Krodha should be mastered.
• Conquering them, one gets knowledge of the self.
• As Samskaras they remain, not as strong as it was before you realise the self.
• Tattva Jnana = Means for realization of self.

• For complete unique experience, bliss of self, for Vilakshana Ananda of a Jeevan Mukti.
• Tattva Jnana will give Aparoksha Anubhuti.
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• Moment knowledge of self is there, one will not get any future births.
• By force of Prarabda Vasha, mind still continues.
• In Atman, there is no Kama, Krodha.
• In the mind there is Kama, Krodha…

Ajnana
- Taking mind to be the self

Jnanam
- To know self is of the nature
of Satchit Ananda.
- I am not the mind

Question :

• Should mind be permitted to have Kama, Krodha…?
• After knowledge of self, Kama, Krodha will not be strong but not go away fully.

• Power is weak.
• For accomplishment of Jeevan Mukti, Tattva Jnanam is the cause, Vasana Kshaya,
Mano Nasha also are causative factors.
• Vasana Kshaya = Decay, destruction of Kama – Krodha Vasana.

• Vasana = Upsurges of thoughts and emotions which are beyond our conscious
control.
• Sudden upheavals of the mind, outbursts of the mind.
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Question :
• I am not the body, let the body have fever, I am Jnani.
• Let Kama be in the mind, how does it matter to me, I am not the mind.
• After Aparoksha Anubhuti there is no question of future embodiments.
Question :

• Should a person who has realized the self, have Kama Krodha, is it welcome.
a) Bodhat Urdvam Cha Tat Heyam :

• Even after knowledge of self, Ashastriya Dvaitam – Kama – Krodha has to be dropped.
• Why?

b) Jeevan Mukti Siddhaye :
• In order to abide, experience Jeevan Mukti.

• Jeevan Mukti - is it natural for one who has understood the self.
Jeevan Mukti requirements

Topmost : Realisation of Self
To experience inexplicable bliss
called Jeevan Mukti
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• Jeevan Eva Mukti, whole living to be free from sorrow, pain, to have fulfilling
experience of infinite bliss.
• Bliss seeps through level of mind and overfills the personality.
• That has to be experienced, then Kama – Krodha should not be there.

c) Kamadhi Klesha Bandena Yuktasya :
For one with Klesha = suffering, bondage, pain of Kama – Mano Rajya.
d) Nahi Muktata :
• No Jeevan Mukti possible.
• Before liberation, before knowledge to happen – Ashastriya to be dropped.

• For Jeevan Mukti to be there, even after knowledge, they should not be encouraged.
• Ashastriya is Ashastriya for ever, drop it.

• Shastriya – till Jeevan Mukti it is to be retained.
• After Jeevan Mukti it should be dropped.

• Ashastriya till knowledge, to be dropped after knowledge.
• Shastriya - till knowledge retain.

• After knowledge, natural to drop.
• Small points Vidyaranya takes to limit of Analysis.

Question :
• I am not interested in Jeevan Mukti, I want Kama, Krodha… you are a fool!
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Revision – Verses 49 – 51 :
I) Chapter 4 – Dvaita Viveka, there is clarity in the discrimination of Dvaita which is 2 fold.

II)

Dvaita = Duality = World
Pertaining to Jiva
- Internal world
- Understanding building up

- External world

In the Dvaita pertaining to Jiva
(Internal World)

III)

Shastriya Dvaitam
-

Pertaining to Ishvara

Shastra Vihitam
Not karma Shastra
context is Jnana Shastra Vihitam
Sravanam – Mananam –
Nididhyasanam
- Understanding world
- Must be kept alive till Tattva Jnanam

Ashastriyam Dvaitam
- Manasica Prapancha

- Sadhana is for attaining Sadhya
- After liberation, drop Sravanam +
Mananam + Nididhyasanam
- Use means to reach goal
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IV)

Ashastriya Jiva Srishti
Teevra
- Vrittis bring immediate
Klesha, pain.
- Kama, Krodha, Lobha,
Mandah, Matsarya.

Mandah

- Mano Rajyam
- Sukhiva Buddhi
- Mental Rumination upon the
objects
- Vishaya Dhyanam

Gita :

When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them arises; from attachment desire is born;
from desire arises anger… [Chapter 2 – Verse 62]
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Vishaya Dhyanam = Manorajya

Leads to Kama
Takes time to cause sorrow
Vicarious Joy
Dull, not strong
V) Ashastriya Dvaita should be dropped immediately (Teevra and Mandah)

VI) Until you drop it you don’t become Jingyasu, desirous of knowing Brahman.
• Adhikari Nirnaya – Conditions of Adhikari are Viveka, Vairagya, SSS, Mumukshutvam.

• Vivekchudamani Aparokshanubhuti, Tattva Bodha, Vichara Sara.
• If Kama… no Vairagya.

• Shama, Dama – oppose Kama.
• Control of mind – Shama = Mano Nigrahaha.
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Manorajya :
• Viveka = Nitya – Anitya Vastu Viveka.

• Mano Rajyam opposed to Viveka.
• Viveka = Understanding objects

• Don’t give Joy
• Dhyayata Vishayan = Viveka gone

• Manorajyam = Mental distraction.
• SSS – Shama, Dama, Uparama, titiksha, Sraddha, Samadhana.

• Samadhana = Disciple = Mind not wandering.
• Therefore don’t encourage Mandah Ashastriya Dvaita.

• Drop immediately.
VI) It is required for getting knowledge.

• Before knowledge I drop, after knowledge, take it up again?
• Get back my enjoyment.
• After Aparoksha Jnana, to get established in Atma Jnanam, to become Sthitap Prajna
or Jeevan Mukta, it is essential that Ashastriya Dvaita – Teevra and Mandah are not
encouraged at all.
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Prajna
Knowledge
Aparoksha Anubhuti
Can be a glimpse

• When mind is available, ready at point of time, Punya fructifying, alert, Vigilant,
intellect pure.
• In holy presence, we can get glimpse of reality.
• By Sravanam, one gets the knowledge.

• If Kama not mastered, we loose Punyam because of which purity comes occasionally.
• If we go away from Guru, knowledge we got as a glimpse is lost.

Vivekchudamani :
• Water covered by moss.

• Shaiva Vala Patala.
• Person moves the moss + drinks water.

• Water gets closed immediately.
• Similarly, glimpse is lost.
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• Person does not have Paripakva knowledge, not firm knowledge.

• Sthitha Prajna = Prajna gained by grace of Lord must become Sthitha by our self
effort.
• Guru shows glimpse, Ishvara prods you, Jiva puts effort to give up Ashastriya Dvaita.
• This is in Jivas hands.

Gita :

Let a man lift himself by his own self alone and let him not lower himself; for, this Self alone is
the friend of oneself and this Self is the enemy of oneself. [Chapter 6 – Verse 5]

• Do it yourself.
• Ashastriya Dvaita give up to gain Abidance in knowledge, be a Sthitaprajna or Jeevan
Mukta.
Verse 51 :

Kamadhi Klesha Bandhena Yuktasya, Nahi Muktata :
• Person endowed, riddled with Kama etc – there is no freedom, certainly no Jeevan
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Mukti.

• Determined by Shastra.

• I don’t want Jeevan Mukti.
• Once Aparoksha Jnanam comes, Sanchita destroyed.

Katho Upanishad :

When all the knots of the heart are destroyed here (even while a man is alive), then the mortal
becomes immortal. This much alone is the instruction (of all the Upanishad-s). [II – III – 13]
Aparoksha Jnana Obtained

Sanchita Destroyed
Karma Phala of all actions put
together – Bank Balance
Portion fructifies – Prarabda
Fructifies
Jiva takes new embodiment
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• Jeeva Bhava destroyed – whose Sanchita?

• Owner not there, it has no standing.
• No more new Janma, Samsara gone.

Logical mischievous question :
• I don’t want Jeevan Mukti.

• Let me enjoy my Kama?
• Aparoksha Jnana gives – Videha Mukti.

• Prarabda – Bogena Nashyati.
• Agami also destroyed, shared among Baktas.
• Pratibandi – Question + Answer.
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Verse 52 :

You may say : Let there be no liberation in life ; I am satisfied if there is no birth anymore. We
reply : then (if the desires remain), you will have births also. So be satisfied with heaven only.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 52]
• 1st Line – Purva Pakshi

• 2nd Line = Siddantins reply.
a) IyamJivan Mukti Mabhu :

• This Mukti over and above Aparoksha Jnani.
• Comes because of Ashastriya destruction.

• Jeevan Mukti = Mano Nasha, Vasana Shaya.
b) Mabuth :

• I don’t want Jeevan Mukti.
c) Janma Abave tu Aham Kruti :

• I am not over Ambitious, I am fulfilled by Janma Abava.
• Videha Mukti, Sanchita ended.

• No new bodies will come to me.
• When Aparoksha Anubhuti is obtained, there is no possibility of further Deha.
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• When Aparoksha Jnana comes, there is Videha Mukti.

• Usually : Jeevan Mukta gets Videha Mukti.
• Aparoksha Jnana gives Videha Mukti.

• How one gets Jeevan Mukti?
• Aparoksha Jnanam + Mano Nasha + Vasana Kshaya.

• By Aparoksha Jnana itself Janma Abhava is there.
d) Aham Kruta Krutya :

• Fulfilled.
e) Can Yoga + Bhoga be balanced?
• Want best of 2 worlds.
• Its illusion.
• Tatwa Jnana + enjoyment – hidden Bhoga Vasana.
f) Tarhi Janmapi Astu Eva :

Desire – 2 fold
Aihika
- Pertaining to this world
- I want Bhoga here

Amushmika
- Pertaining to other worlds
- I don’t want future world / bodies 413

Why don’t you ask Bhoga of other worlds also? Anushmika Kama

• You are not willing to do Tyaga of Aihika Kama.
• Why you don’t want Janma.

g) Svarga Matra Kruti bhavan :
• You can get Svarga Bhoga.

• Be fulfilled, Janma good if you want Bhoga in Svarga and be happy.
• I will not drop Aihika Kama and get satisfaction there.

• What is you problem?
• Svarga has more enjoyment.
• Be happy in Svarga.
• Happy with Aparoksha Jnana, Jeevan Mukti and Bhoga here.
• Siddhantin :
Why not enjoy in Svarga also with another Janma?
• What a greater loss.

• For such a person only Janma is possible.
• With desire, no Aparoksha Anubhuti of self possible.

• Brahma Rogabi Vanchayam, Samyak Satyam Nirudya Tam Vicharebyaha Atmanam Na
Tu Sakshat Karoti.
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• He will never be able to attain Sakshat Kara.

• There should be total Tyaga of Ashastriya Dvaita.
• I don’t want Svarga, want Aparoksha Jnanam only.

• If there are Doshas in Svarga, there are more in Iha Loka Kama.
• Give up Kama itself.
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Verse 53 :

If you say that the pleasures of heaven are defective, having waning and gradation, and so are
to be renounced, then why don’t you give up this source of all evils, the passions?
[Chapter 4 – Verse 53]

a) Kshaya = Decay
• Svarga has Kshaya Di Ati dosha.

• Svarga – not permanent, does not give completeness, steady bliss.
• You can’t retain it.

Example :
Childs balloon as Kshaya Ati Dosha.

Balloon will burst.
See joy at beginning + sorrow when balloon is destroyed.
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Gita :

They, having enjoyed the vast heaven world, when their merits are exhausted, enter the world
of the mortals; thus abiding by the injunctions of the three (Vedas), desiring (objects of)
desires, they attain to the state of going and returning (samsara). [Chapter 9 – Verse 21]
• Ah… reached Svarga / Switzerland… when pocket empty.

• Uh…. Have to come back.
• No permanent tourist abode…

• Kodaikanal.. Stay : March / April / May / June / July…. (5 Months) otherwise cold, rainy,
windy (7 months).
• Extreme destructibility = Defect.
Kshaya

- Destructibility

Atishaya (Higher – Taratamya)

- Indra king
- Vayu, Varuna
- I will be in slum of heaven.
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• No fulfillment.. If mind is for riches and getting riches, are you satisfied? happy?

• Want more… great Dosha – Great Sorrow!
b) Svarga Hyeyaya Yada :

• I don’t want Svarga if you say… Abyupeyatha – if convinced.
c) Tada :
then
d) Svayam Dosha Taya Atmayam Kamadhi :
• Ayam Kamadi.. If you accept Dosha in Svarga.
• This Kama etc, Svayam Doshataya Atma.
• Kama’s Svarupa itself is Dosha Tama… because of being of nature of superlative Dosha.

• Dosha Tara, Dosha Tama = Kama
= Root for all Doshas

Buddhia :
• Desire is Root cause of all evil.

Isavasya Upanishad :
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Sunless are those worlds, and enveloped in blindening gloom to which all those people, who
are slayers of their own Souls go, departing from here. [Verse 3]
• Whatever Lokas you get, all Asura Lokas.

• Why Kama is Dosha?
• Our nature is supreme Bliss – Satyam, Jnanam, Anantham, Brahma.

• Satchit Ananda = Svarupa.
• Kama – tells - you are not happy, there is happiness somewhere else.

• What Kama does?
• Kama is making you commit suicide.

• Atma Hanaha Jana – you don’t see your nature.
• Kill Satchit Ananda nature by Kama.

• Desire is root cause.
• Once you don’t now your Nature, all sorrows begin for you.

• Knowing your real nature as Ananda and afterwards you do / don’t do.
• Does wise man have desire or not?
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Ignorant person
Has desire fulfilling which he
becomes happy
Without fulfilling which he will never
be happy
• Never fully happy, becomes ready for next desire.

Wise Man :
• Does duties desirelessly.
• No selfishness.
• No need to become happy.
• He is already happy.
Swami Tejomayananda :
• Wise man acts from happiness, ignorant man acts for happiness.

• Give up Svarga’s happiness, give up desire because it is worst of all Doshas.
e) Svayam Dosha Tam Atma Ayam Kamadhihi – Kim Na Hiyate?

• Why you don’t give up Kama – completely here.
• After knowledge, can’t continue desire.

• If desire is there, will not have Aparoksha Jnanam for sure.
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Videha Mukti
Don’t want Jeevan Mukti
Enjoy / Life with Kama
Poisonous thought

Will not even get Aparoksha
Anubhuti here now
Revision :

I)
Ashastriya Jiva Srishti
Teevra
- Strong
- Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Moha,
Madah, Matsarya

Mandah
- Weak
- Mano Rajyam
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II)

Shastriya Jiva Srishti

Sravanam

Mananam

Nididhyasanam

• To be dropped at attainment of Brahma Jnanam.
III) Ashastriya – drop immediately
• With Kama, not Adhikari for Sravanam also.
• Shastra recognizes Adhikari, one who attains Kshama – control of mind, mastery of
Kama, Krodha…
IV) Question :
Can I have Kama after Brahma Jnanam.
V) To get Jeevan Mukti, you need to drop Kama also

VI) I am not interested in Jeevan Mukti.
• With Brahma Jnanam, Sanchita is destroyed, no more new births.

• Let me enjoy Kama, in the gap, before fall or body.
VII) You want to enjoy Kama.

• Have desire for one more birth, have desire for Svarga, get better joys.
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VIII) I don’t want Svarga
• 2 Doshas

• Comes to end, Kshaya.
• Once Punya ends, I have to come back.

• Second, there is problem of comparision.
Example :

• Mauruti, Mercedez, Honda.
• Indra, Vayu, permanent residents, live in mansions.

• I will be in a slum in Svarga.
IX) Kama is Dosha Tama Atma

• Svarga has Dosha
• Drop Kama – Verse 53

• Really, you don’t deserve Jnanam.
• You don’t have knowledge.
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Verse 54 :

If cherishing the false idea that you have attained liberation, you do not completely give up
these passions, you transgress the laws of the scriptures and are self-willed.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 54]
a) Tatvam Budva Api :
• Even after knowing the reality.
b) Kama Adhi… Kama, Krodha… Shad Ripuhs
c) Nis Sesham :
• Completely
d) Na Jahati Chet :

• If even after knowing the reality, you are not dropping 6 ripuhs, inner enemies.
e) Karma Shastra Ati Lankinaha :

• Treatise prescribes Karma, one who transgresses.
f) Yatheshta Charanam Syat :

• Such a persons action will be regarded as licentious behaviour.
• As you like you do…
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• Do not care for precepts of Shastra.
• Not drop desire after knowing truth.

• Unrestrained behaviour.
• Becomes Dharma Shastra Anadhikari = Kama after Truth.

• Papa – Punyam gives birth.
• Yatha Karma Yatha Srutam.
Punya

Papa

Good Birth

Bad Birth

• After Tattva Jnanam, has no fear of Punya Papa.

• Will be Karma – Shastra Adhilangi.
• Will transgress Vidhi – Nidhi of Shastra.

• Karma Shastra Anatilangi = Following Karma – Shastra.
• Yatheshtacharanam – person does what he wants.

• Glimpse of Atma is possible when mind is ready for knowledge.
• Because of power of Guru, if mind is calm, you will get glimpse of knowledge.
• It must happen in Sravanam only, otherwise no knowledge.
• After having glimpse of knowledge only, you can reflect upon that, abide in it as the
truth.
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• Mananam and Nididhyasanam are possible only if success in Sravanam.
• Glimpse not firm knowledge.

• It is a momentary cognition.
• Momentary cognition is not permanent wisdom.
Jnanam
- Glimpse
- Momentary cognition

Vijnanam
- Full knowledge
- Continuous cognition

Gita :

The Blessed Lord said : To you who do not cavil, I shall now declare this, the greatest secret,
the most profound knowledge combined with experience (or Realisation); which having
known, you shall be free from the sorrows of life. [Chapter 9 – Verse 1]

• I will give momentary cognition = Jnanam.
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• Vijnana Sahitam : I will ensure that I stay with you, will give you necessary impetus so
that you can get establishment in the knowledge called wisdom.
• How Journey from Jnana to Vijnana happens?
Momentary knowledge

Permanent knowledge

Bridge = Purity of mind
• Because of focus of mind, you get glimpse.
• Momentary Chitta Shuddhi + Chitta Ekagratha.
• For continuous knowledge, purity of mind required.
• To get purity of mind, Drop Kama, Krodha..
• Till then, you will not be liberated.
• Mukti is product of Jnana Nishta.

• I have knowledge and indulge in Kama, get Videha Mukti, is not correct.
• I won’t have rebirth..

• There is Tara Tamya… gradation in purity of mind.
• Higher grade of purity gets Mukti.
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• Yathishtachara : With knowledge of self, Vidhi – Nisheda, does not apply to a person.
• Nistrigunyo Pathi Vichataraha Ko Vidhi, Ko Nisheda?

• For a person walking beyond 3 Gunas, No Vidhi (Do’s), No Nisheda (Don’t’s) = Karma
Shastra.
Know the Self
Attained Vijnana
Realisation (More powerful than knowing)
Does not have to follow Vidhi - Nisheda
Kama – Krodha does not overpower him

• If Yatheshtachara possible, then only Vidhi – Nisheda prescribed.
• Person does good only, does not go by Kama – likes – dislikes, then no Vidhi – Nisheda.
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Shukha Ashtakam :

Realization of the Tattva beyond words and devoid of all the three gunas. By doing one whose
doubting instinct is destroyed, all kinds of Doubts are dispelled, the idea of difference between them
is immediately Keeps going, his virtuous sins are destroyed, Maya of attachment decay, one who
wanders in the path devoid of the three gunas. What is the law for him and what is the prohibition,
for him the law and Both are not prohibited. [Verse 1]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am different from you, distinctions gone.
No need to get Punya – Papa.
Maya – Moha ends.
Ultimate truth is beyond all words.
For such a person – why do’s and don’t’s?
Yathehtacharanam, licentious behaviour, will not be there for realized.
Freedom is given, because it is impossible for him to commit an error.
Sa – Kama – error possible, Vidhi – Nisheda applies.
Nishkama – no error – possible, Vidhi – Nisheda does not apply.
After knowing the self, I can have Kama is grave error.
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Verse 55 : Sureshvaracharya

Sri Suresvara says that one who pretends to be a knower of Brahman and yet lives without
moral restraint is like a dog that eats unclean things. [Chapter 4 – Verse 55]
Naishkarmya Siddhi :

If a person who has realized the non-dual reality could behave as he liked, then what is the
difference between a dog and the seer of truth in respect of eating what is prohibited?
[Chapter 4 – Verse 62]
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Vedanta Sara :

Thus it has been said:- "If a man who has known the truth of
Oneness acts according to his whims, then where is the difference
between a knower of Truth and a dog as regards eating impure
stuff?" (Naishkarmya-siddhi, 4-62).
Further, "One who has given up the conceit that he has realised
Brahman is alone the knower of the Self and none else" (UpadeshaSahasri, 115) [Verse 223]
a) Buddha Advaita Svatasya Yatha Ishta Charanam :
• If you support licentious contact for a wise person, realized Ekam Eva Advitiyam
Brahma.

• Brahman as his own self, ones essence.
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•

Comprehended Jiva – Brahma Aikya.

•

If licentious conduct is allowed.

b) Shunam Tattvadrisham Cha Ko Bheda :

• What is the difference between a dog and realized person.
• Bathe a dog, take to the centre of home, it will run out and will eat faecal matter.

• Person has got knowledge of purity of self, he will behave like a dog, what change has
knowledge brought about in a person.
Gurudev’s life history :
• 11th std – Swamiji

• Nurses of chord sing Bhajans.
• Attend Aarti + attend class.
Lady :
• What if all is lie, imagination…
Do you see :
• Difference between me and others, its because of Brahma Vidya, which my Guru Gave.
• Knowledge is true.

• In all Mahatmas there is nobility because of Advaita Darshanam.
• If nobility is not there in Jnani – no difference between Dog + Jnani.

• Realised person will not hanker after the world.
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Verse 56 :

Before knowledge, you suffered only from the pain of your own mental imperfections ; but
now, you suffer the censure of the world as well. How glorious is the effect of your knowledge!
[Chapter 4 – Verse 56]

a) Bodhat Pura Mano Dosha Matrat Klishyasi Ata Yaduna, Ashesha Loka Ninda Cha Aho Te
Bodha Vaibayam :
• After Tattwa Jnana will get back Kama etc, now problem is two fold.
b) Aho Te Bodha Vaibavam :

• Look at your knowledge.
• Ashcharya, wonder, surprise, Parihasa, Satire, Ironical.

• Look at your great knowledge.
• Knowledge which should purify, you take advantage and are leading impure life.
• You will not get that knowledge at all.
• Advice – next session.
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Revision : Verse 54, 55, 56

I) Jiva Srishti – of Ashastriya type – Kama, Krodha… should be dropped after Tattwa Jnana.
II) Can one regain after Tattwa Jnana.

• No Punar Janma, Sanchita destroyed, one is liberated.
• Can I regain Kama and lead jolly life.

III) Have no desire for Svarga want to be happy here.
• Why don’t you go to Svarga, more Sukham there.
• Better Joy there.
• Don’t drop desire for Svarga – answer given.
IV) With Kama thought, you wont get Tattwa Jnana also.
• Suppression will rise.
• By some earlier Punyam, merits + Guru blessing, Tattwa Jnanam comes not because of
your Purushartha.
• In presence of Mahatma, your mind was pure.
• Tattva Jnanam – not Poorna without Vairagyam.
• Poornata of Tattwa Jnanam only by Vairagyam.

• Liberation from new embodiment because of destruction of Sanchita.
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• That will come if Tattwa Jnana is Pari Poorna.

• You will not get freedom from Punar Janma also because you want to encourage
Kama.
• You will transcend Dharma, will not be affected by Punya – Papam, there will be
Yatheshtacharya.
• Sureshvaracharya : No difference between Dog + You.
• No mother – father – sister…

• Dog + you do act as per likes + dislikes.
• By instinct do whatever you want.

• Before knowledge – troubled by Mano Dosha.
• You will be troubled by Kama.

You will be derided by people
around you
- Your own mental problem

- Others will deride you
- Will be affected by Sukham –
Dukham from outside.
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Verse 57 :

O! knower of Truth, do not sink to the level of pigs in the sty! Freeing yourself from all the
defects arising from your mind, be worshipped by the world like a god. [Chapter 4 – Verse 57]

• Fun made of person who doesn’t want to give up Ashastriya Jiva Srishti – “Teevra…”
(Kama, Krodha… etc)
• Mandah :
o Mano Rajya

o Vishaya Chintana
o Sankalpa, thoughts

• Don’t think, be this way.
• You are Tatvavit, knower of truth, why entertain Kama etc…

• I am Atman, whatever happens to mind has nothing to do with me, so let mind be
anything.
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Will quote Gita :

• Pashyan, Jigran, Ashnan, Gachhan..
Bhagavad Gita :

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]
• Seeing, hearing…

• Sense organs – engaged with sense objects, he is not bound.
• ½ digested verse.

• Live the truth.
a) Vid Varahi Tulyatvam Ma Akankshi :
• Don’t worry.
• Varaha = Boar
• Vid Varaha = Pig, stay in Ditch, wallow in dirt.
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• Don’t desire a life like this.

• Wallowing in mental dirt is more dangerous than physical dirt.
• Attain Viveka, Vairagya… gain knowledge of truth…

• Instead of living the knowledge, instead of imagining yourself to be a Jnani, left
glorious spiritual path, now like pig, dog.
• Ma Kankshi – don’t desire Animalistic life.
b) Sarvadhi Dosha Santyaga Lokavat Devavatu Pujashcha Bava :

• Become God by totally giving up.
• Dhi Dosha – defects :

o Jeeva Srishti of Teevra types.
o Shad Ripuhs, inner enemies.
• Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Moha, Madah, Matsarya.
• Sarva : Give up all.
• Become walking God on earth.
• Don’t be dog an earth .
• You decide what you want.

• Person who lives with highest virtues becomes God on earth.
• Only human beings can evolve or devolve.

• Birds and Animals – pre-planned – instinctive life.
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• Self – effort – Purushartha…

• We can fly like bird, go fast like Cheetah.
• Devatas also can’t evolve – Devolve.

• It’s a rare power of human.
• May you become worshipful like a deity.

• How to drop Kama – Krodha?
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Verse 58 :

The scriptures dealing with liberation proclaim that these urges of passions can be overcome
by (constantly) thinking over the fettering nature of the objects of desire. Adopt these means,
conquer the passions and be happy. [Chapter 4 – Verse 58]
a) Kamyadhi Dosha Drishti Adhyaha :

• Begin seeing Dosha Drishti in objects – beings.
• Defects in objects of desire.
Objects - beings

Like

Dislike

• See defects in objects of like + dislike.
Pratipaksha Bavana :

• Mind sees one side, its blind to the other side.
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Baja Govindam :
• Putra, Vith, Loke – Eshana.

Katho Upanishad :

Ephemeral these ; O! Death, these tend to decay, the fire (vigour) of all the senses in man.
Even the longest life is indeed short. Let thine alone be the chariots, the dance and the music.
[I – I – 26]

• Lord Yama entices Nachiketa.
• Objects impermanent, ephemeral, may not be there tomorrow.

• My body also ends, why have temporary things for temporary body.
• When I enjoy, the sense organs will loose their energy, vigour, makes me weaker and
weaker.
• Cultivate Vairagyam.
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Katho Upanishad :

Man is not to be satisfied with wealth. Now that we have seen Thee, we shall surely get
wealth. We shall also live, as long as You rule. Therefore, that boon alone is fit to be craved for
by me. [I – I – 27]
• Human beings are not going to be happy with the wealth.
• Why strain of gaining wealth?
• Don’t make earning wealth goal of life.
Shivaparadha-kshamaapana – Stotram :
What is the use of all this wealth (vehicle)
elephants and horses, of a kingdom acquired, of
children, wives, friends, and cattle, of a (beautiful)
body or a house? Realising all this to be perishable
in a moment the mind is to be turned away from
them. For realising your own-Self, following the
Guru's advice, repeatedly worship the Lord of
Paarvati (Shiva). (13)
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• Kim Va Dhanena Vraji Praptena Rajena Kim?
• Kin Va Putra…
• Jnatvam.. Anyesthu Kim.
• Fancy cars, if I get kingdom… what am I going to do, Putra, Mitra, Kalatra, what
purpose does it serve.
• When desire comes, attack it at its root by Viveka.
• Objects of hate – give up.
• More than love, it is hate that binds you.
w.r.t.

Objects

People

- Love binds
- Think of ice cream not
bittergaut

- Hate binds
- Think more people we hate

Steal away vitality of mind
• With Dosha Drishti – Viveka comes.
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b) Kamadhi Tyaga Hetavaha :

• Vairagya comes next.
• Kshama, Dama, Titiksha, Uparama, Samadhana, Sraddha – next.

• All of them = Adhi.
• They are means to give up Jeeva Srishti of Teevra type.
• By Viveka, Vairagya, Samadha Shatka Sampatti [SSS], Mumukshutva, conquer 6 Ripuhs.
c) Prasidda Moksha Shastreshu :
• Moksha Shastra = Shastra dealing with liberation.
= Vedanta
• Vedanto Nama Upanishad Pramanam.

• Well known in all Upanishads.
d) Thani Anvishya Sukhi Bhava :

• Anvishya – searching for them.
• Reading, not paying attention.

• Shastra not pursued as intellectual endeavour, intellectual gymnastics, verbal warfare.
• Pay attention to Sadhanas.

• Conquer negativities of mind Ashastriya type.
• Sukhi Bhava : Become Jeevan Mukta.
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• Don’t be only happy with Tattwa Jnanam.
Take Tattwa Jnanam
Empower it with Vairagyam
Trust it with Mano Nasha
Attain Jeevan Mukti

Jiva Srishti
Shastriya

Sravanam + Mananam +
Nididhyasanam

Ashastriya

Teevra

Mandah

Kama, Krodha… 6

Mano Rajyam

• Why drop Mandah – Mano Rajyam… thinking in the mind… not allowing desire?
• Before, Kama… ok?
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Verse 59 :

(Objection) : All right, let defects such as the impact of passions be removed, but what is the
harm in letting the imagination play on the objects of desire? (Reply) : Such mental
preoccupation with the objects of desire is the very seed of all evils, so says Lord Sri Krsna.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 59]
a) Tyajyata Meva Kama Adhi :
• I will give up Kama – Krodha… Jeeva Srishti – Teevra.

• Drop before Jnana.
• Jnana becomes Pari Pakva, fulfilled, leads to Jeevan Mukti.

b) Mano Rajyetu Ka Kshatihi?
• Poor Manorajya, has no problem.

• Kshati = Problem, difficulty, destruction.
• Mano Rajya – why not have it.

• Simple fanciful imaginations, just entertain.
c) Ashesha Dosha Beejatvat :
• It looks non problematic.
• It is seed, causes seed of Doshas.
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• Poisonous creeper, if it sprouts, shows its nature.
d) Bhagavat Gita :

• Bhagavan has said it.
• Lord Krishna – Chapter 2 – Verse 62 – 63.

When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them arises; from attachment desire is born;
from desire arises anger… [Chapter 2 – Verse 62]

From anger comes delusion; from delusion, loss of memory; from loss of memory,
the destruction of discrimination; from destruction of discrimination, he perishes.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 63]
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Verse 60 :

If a man dwells mentally on any object of desire, he will become attached to it. Attachment
gives rise to a longing for it, and the frustration of desire leads to anger. [Chapter 4 – Verse 60]
• How Mano Rajya is Bheeja of all Doshas.
a) Vishayana Dhyayataha :
• Rumination, mental reflection, thoughts of pleasure which can be attained by objects.
b) Pumsaha :

• Person reflecting.
c) Teshu Sangaha Upajayate :

• In the objects which he is thinking about, attachment happens.
• Objects have lot of Joy.

• Feel sense of fondness = Sangaha
Advantage :

• Show one person enjoying
• I should have it.

• Owners pride neighbours envy.
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c) Sangat Sanjayate Kamaha :

• When fondness happens, will want it before long.
Thinking – Mano Rajya
Fondness – Sangah
Kamaha – Desire
Fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Lobah – Greed

Anger (Krodha) Mohah

Fulfilled Madah

Not fulfilled Matsarya

• Upto desire in my hands.
• After that not in my hands.

d) Kamat Krodho Abhijayate :
• Earlier two is Mano Rajyam = Thinking, fondness.
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• Inner Path = Subtle – Many obstacles are there, Panchadasi takes up one by one and
clears the spiritual path.
• Desire = Ashastriya Jiva Srishti.

• Sangah and Dhyana are Mandah type of Jiva Srishti.
• Teevra type begins… anger multiplies fast – volcano explodes.
Anger
Moha – Loose sense of right + wrong
• Pride comes with greed fulfilled.

• Lobah not fulfilled – Jealousy.
• Started with Mano Rajya.

• Mandah, does not give so much pain Vike 6 Ripuhs – it is seed of all problem.
• Stop Mano Rajyam = Seed / Source level – conquer mind from there.
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Revision : Verse 57 – 60

I)
Ishvara Srishti
- External World

Jiva Srishti
- Manasica Prapancha
- Internal Mental world
- Shastriya Jiva Srishti Sravanam – Mananam –
Nididhyasanam Sadhanas we practice
Antaranga Sadhana
- Karma Yoga = Bahiranga Sadhana
- Ashastriya – 2 fold
- Teevra – afflictions to mind immediately
Shad Ripuhs
- Mandah – Mano Rajya, Sankalpah, Vishaya
Asakti – Mental Rumination of objects with
notion of pleasurability.
- Sankalpa not Kama (Desire)

• Sankalpa = Shobhana Adhyasa (Superimposition of pleasure of objects).
• There is no happiness in any object.

• Joy is nature of self.
• When mind is quietened by fulfilling the irritation, mental agitation.
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• Self which is of nature of happiness, expresses itself.
• No happiness in the object.
• When we superimpose happiness in the object, it is called Shobhana Adhyasa,
Sankalpa.
• Shobhana Adhyasa leads to attachments to objects whereby mind starts imagining
happiness content which one would get by attaining the object.
Vishaya Dhyanam

Shobhana Adhyasa
Desire
II) Teevra gives immediate problems, hence it should be dropped immediately.

• After realization, shouldn’t have Kama.
• Totally put a stop, get Jeevan Mukti.

III) Why drop rumination upon objects?
• Just think.. Dhyayato…
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Verse 60A :

From anger comes delusion, and from delusion loss of memory. From loss of
memory comes the ruin of discrimination, and from the ruin of
discrimination the man perishes.’ [Chapter 4 – Verse 60A]
Krodha
Moha

Memory loss
Loss of Buddhi – Discrimination
Perishes
• See Dosha Drishti… how one drop Mano Rajya?

• Stop Kama, Krodha…. Easier.. Viveka, Vairagya.
• Mano Rajya – impusively thinks joy of objects.
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• How one stops Mano Rajya
• Mandah – source of all problems.
• Ashesha Dosha Beejatvat :
o Beeja for entire Teevra.
• Teevra can be stopped by Dosha Drishti, Mandah can also be stopped.
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Verse 61 :

This tendency of thinking on objects may be overcome by meditation on the attributeless
Brahman. This can gradually be done at ease by first meditating on Isvara.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 61]
a) Mano Rajyam Jetum Shakyam :

• It is possible to conquer and destroy mano Rajyam.
• Mandah Ashastriya Jiva Srishti.
Srishti
Jiva

Ishvara

Ashastriya

Shastriya
Teevra

Mandah
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Teevra

- Kama, Krodha, Lobha
Thoughts
- Desire comes

Mandah

- Mano Rajyam
- Beeja from Teevra
Ashastriya
- Subtler thought

Mano Rajyam :

• Imagination of happiness.
• Subtle thought, cause of even Kama.

• Vishaya Asakti = Gross thought.
• How to conquer Mano Rajyam?

b) Nirvikalpa Samadhita :
• Absorbtion in the truth which is Nirvikalpa.

• Mind thinks there is happiness somewhere.
• It does not know where true happiness is.
Honey

Dark Chocolate

Ant goes to

Ant doesn’t go

• When you know where actual sweetness is, then you wont go anywhere near objects.
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Example :
• Catch peacock as pet.

• Plant + seed – given to peacock.
• Next day will come…

• Permits you to touch it, allow you to be its pet.
• Show mind where true Joy is, it will not go anywhere.

• Nirvikalpa Samadhi :
Let mind get absorbed in the self and let it remain quiet there.

• One meditation Joy can’t be compared with 1 million Laddoos.
• Spiritual life can be enjoyed if we start Sadhanas, spiritual practices.

• No Joy by just studying.
• Only Sadhaka, can continue walking path for long.

• Studying can’t substitute life of Sadhaka.
• Through practice of absorbtion of mind in which it is Nirvikalpa.
• Which is without any Vikalpa, that which does not have any differences, Sajatiya,
Vijatiya, Svagata Bheda Rahita Atma, Kevalaha, Kaivalya, no Bheda, no Triputi at all.

• Jnanata, Jnana, Jneya, Triputi is not there.
• Such a truth is Nirvikalpa, which is what we are, all that only.
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• Taste that a bit, Manorajya will end.
• That is the secret.

• How to quieten the mind and get it absorbed in that Tatwa?
• Go slow, steadily – how? Steps?

c) Susampadaha :
• Easy to get that.

• Initially it may look difficult as we are not used to that.
Example :

• Swimming… hesitation first, want to swim but don’t know how?
• Body starts swimming.

• Similarly is meditation…
• Don’t have to understand…

d) Kramat :
• Go in steps.
• Immediately, can’t quieten mind in Nirvikalpa.
e) Saha Nirvikalpa Api :
• Api… looks difficult.
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f) Savikalpa Samadhita :
• Samadhi in Savikalpa.

• Start with Samadhi in Saguna Brahman.
1st :

• Start with Saguna Brahman.
• Take Rama – Devi… Krishna.

• Chant Mantra
• Observe breath.

• Saguna Dhyana – go to Nirguna Dhyana.
• Attain quietitude which brings end to Mano Rajyam.

• Required deeper attempt.
• For Kama, Krodha, simple.

• See Dosha Drishti – Kama.
• Krodha – cultivate Kshama.
• For Mano Rajya – you have to give taste of self to the mind.
• This is possible for meditative type of people.
• Some can understand but Svabava does not allow them to meditate.
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Shastra recognizes 2 types of
Sadhakas

Meditative

Viveki

• If both wonderful.
• If not Meditative, what to do?
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Verse 62 :

One who has understood intellectually the nature of the secondless Brahman and who is free
from the defects of intellect, should live in solitude, and over a long period practise the Japa of
Aum and thus control the vagaries of the mind. [Chapter 4 – Verse 62]
• If Meditation not your forte, quietening mind not possible.

a) Buddha Tatvena :
• By one who has clarity of Atma – Anatma Viveka.

b) Dhi Dosha Shunyena :
• Zero defects of mind.

• Teevra type – no Kama Krodha… Lobha….
• Shad Ripuhs ended.

c) Ekanta Vasina :
• In quiet places spend time.

• No Disturbance.
• Without anything, he can be happy.
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• Beach, Temple, Garden, atmosphere, very quiet…
• Ekanta… solitude, happy experience.

• Give mind exposure to quietitude.
• Show without this, that, you can be happy.

• “Sunset”, sunrise, show mind, it can be happy.
• Listen birds chirping

• Don’t have to keep Ladoo in the mouth to be happy.
• Devote 2 weeks of time every year to be in Ashram.
• Know you are Atman, give Ekanta to mind.
d) Dheergam Pranava Uchharya :
• Give work
• Long time chant “ohm”
• Pranava = Prakarshena Nuyate

• That which is worshipped gloriously, in Shastra.
• Tasya Vachakaha Pranava.

• Pranava is name for the Lord.
• Brahman = Pranava – God had no Parents.
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• Pranava – name of Lord in the Shastra.
• Shastra is the mother for Brahman.

Brahma Sutra :

(Brahman is not known from any other source), since the scriptures are the valid
means of Its knowledge.[I – I – 3]

Brahman = Yoni for Shastra
- Brahman reveals Shastra

- Shastras reveals Brahman for you.
- Shastra = Mother and father of
Brahman.

• Parents give name.
• Parent for Brahman = Shastra, it reveals.
• Mother – reveals – this is moon.
• Shastra tells, Pranava = Lord.
• To worship highest reality, you can just chant ohm, Prakrshena Nuyate.
• Chanting of Ohm = Worshiping reality.
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• Nava = To take across.
• That which takes you across ocean of Samsara = Ohm.

• Chanting Ohm, cross Samsara.
• As you chant Om, go deeper into self.
A

U

- Vishwa
- Waking self
- Waker

M

- Teijasa
- Mind self
- World forgotten

- Prajna
- Self identified with
causal body

AUM = Om
- Vyakta Pranava
- Seen world

Unseen
- Avyakta
- Invisible
- Unseen

• Curchief in my hand

• Ohm is Shanti
• Ohm = Shanti = Silence

• Om is founded on silence.
• Chant om, go deeper.
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• When you start chanting om, you are aware of body, when you go U… forget external
world… be only with internal mind… go more deeper.

• Think of deepest layer of your personality = Unconscious.
• Exclude that and be absolutely still.
• Taste inner bliss.
• Chanting Om can taste inner self.
e) Manorajyam Vijiyate :
• You will be able to conquer Manorajyam.

Mano Rajyam conquered because of
Chitta Ekagrata

By giving experience to the mind, the
inner bliss

• After conquering Teevra Ashastriya Jiva Srishti, Mandah type Jiva Srishti, what
happens?
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Verse 63 :

When the ‘mental world’ is thus conquered, (other) modifications of the mind (gradually)
cease – the mind keeps mum like a dumb person. This method was variously explained by
Vasistha to Rama. [Chapter 4 – Verse 63]
a) Tasmin Jite :
• Mano Rajye Jite.
• Mandah Jiva Srishti is conquered.
b) Manaha Vritti Shunyam Tishtati :
• Mind remains free of thoughts.

• If some delight, mind starts bubbling up.
• If pleasure here, there, mind bubbles up.

• When mind has no Rajas, it becomes naturally quiet.
• Practice these spiritual exposures, then mind becomes quiet.
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c) Jite Tasmin Vrutti Shunyam Manah Tishtati Mukhavatu :
• Thought less
• Void of all kinds of thoughts, Sattvika, Rajasica, Tamasika Vrutti.

• Sattvika = listen classical, rock music.
• Sattvika for pleasure, better than Rajasic, Tamasic.

• Any thought we entertain is for pleasure.
• Much thought is wanting joy.

• Thought is signature of discontent.
• Moment inner bliss is seen, it becomes bereft of thoughts.

• Mukavatu = Dumb person, not free of thoughts.
• Dumb person is free of speech.

Mukha person

Mauna Vrutta

Can never speak

Upto 8 Am will not speak
Tasting inner Bliss

Vrutti Shunyam Manah Tishtati
Mukhavatu Sadah
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• Nityatva of Vrutti Shunyata – permanence of voidness of thought is explained by
Mukhavatu.

• Jeevan Mukti Viveka.
d) Etat Padam Vasishtena Ramaya Bahudhe ritam :
• This ultimate state, wonderful, state of our pure self to be attained.
• Padyate – iti Padam, that which is attained.
• Pada = To walk, to be reached.
• No less, that is what Vasishta taught Rama.
• Greatest of all wise men – Muni.

• He taught to Bhagavan Rama how this state is attained, what is glory of this state.
• State of being free from Jiva Srishti.

• Teevra + Mandah = Vrutti Shunyam glorified by Vasishta…
• Yoga Vasishta written by Valmiki.

Valmiki wrote 2 Ramayanas
Charitra
- Human Rama
- Different Rasa

Vedanta - Rama Tattwa

- Brahman
- Jnana Rasa
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• Rama asks for Jnana Upadesha.
• Crest jewel of Vedantic texts.
• Glory of state explained to Rama.

• What did he say?
• 2 verses he quotes.

Revision : Verses 61 – 63
I) Mandah – Mano Rajya – doesn’t give pain immediately.

• Thinking of objects as happiness, Joy worthy.
• It is Vishaya Asakti, Vishaya Chintana, grows into Kama, Krodha…

• Mano Rajya has to be also conquered.
II) How Mano Rajya is conquered?

• Nirvikalpa Samaditaha.
• By the mind being absorbed in the truth which is Nirvikalpa.

• What is Nirvikalpa Samadhi?
• Nirguna Brahma Dhyanam.

• Supreme reality which is free of all attributes.
• Meditate on that.
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III) Why is Nirvikalpa Samadhi means to end Mano Rajyam?
• Once mind gets absorbed in Lighter reality, there is no pleasure in anything,
anywhere, any object.
• It is only imagination that there is pleasure somewhere.
• No real enjoyment anywhere outside.
• Nirvikalpa Dhyana – mind absorbed in Nirvikalpa Tattvam.
• There is no happiness anywhere.
• Happiness is there in the self.
• In the experience of infinite joy, finite is no more attractive.

• Imaginary thing is no more attractive.
• Honey – dark chocolate.

• Ant sees honey, will not turn other side.
• Mind must see bliss inherent in the self, then it will not go for mano Rajyam.

• Difficult to meditate on Nirguna Tattvam.
IV) Start with worship of Saguna Rama – Lord with attributes = Savikalpa

• Once mind trained with Savikalpa, then it can go into Nirvikalpa.
• This is the method going forward.

V) If Savikalpa is tought, what should we do?
• Pranava Japa
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VI) Another method of Viveka
• Discriminate self – non self.
• Ekanta Vasa, Pranava Uchharana.

• Conquer Mandah + Teevra, mind becomes Vrutti Shunyam.
Verse 63 :

Jite Tasmin Vrutti Shunyam Manas Tishtati Mukhavatu :
• When mind is Vrutti Shunyam, when Mano Rajya goes, Mandah conquered.

• Teevra Automatically conquered.
• Mano Rajya becomes Kama, Krodha… = Jite Tasmin

• Entire Jiva Srishti is conquered.
• Mind becomes free of all kinds of thought disturbances – Mandah or Teevra.

• Mukhavat – like dumb person – who can’t speak anytime, he is not practicing
Mounam.
• Similarly, mind if exposed to Nirvikalpa Avastha – it will not be wandering or get into
Kama etc.
• Naturally devoid of capacity to speak.
• Similarly, mind becomes devoid of thought projections, naturally, completely.

• This state explained in great detail by Vasishta to Rama.
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Verse 64 :

With the direct knowledge of the unsubstantiality of the phenomenal world arises the
profound bliss of Nirvana. [Chapter 4 – Verse 64]
a) Para Nirvana Nirvritti :

• Supreme Moksha Ananda – Bliss.
b) Utpanna :

• It arises
• From Yoga Vasishta – Vairagya Prakarana Chapter 3 – 6

c) Drishyam Nasti Iti Bodhena Manasaha Drishya Marjanam :
• Marjanam = Cleansing

• Mind is cleansed.
• By the knowledge that Drishya Padartha is not there.

• Satyatva of Jagat is taken out.
• Mano Rajya, Kama, Krodha… will have to have Vastu.
• Mano Rajya, Kama, Lobah, Krodha, Madah, Matsarya about what.
• Vishaya is content of all Ashastriya Srishti – Mandah or Teevra.
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• Satyatva has to proceed.. Idea of objects giving pleasure is based on Satyatva…
• If Satyatva is there, then only Sukhitva possible.
• Basic Adhyasa is Satyatva.

1st think :
• Object is there.

Then only can think :
• Object gives pleasure.
Object is there
- Misunderstanding
- Basic mistake, Adhyasa

Object gives pleasure
- Mano Rajya

Drishyam Nasti Iti Bodhena :

• To conquer Mano Rajya.
1st Understand :

• Drishya Vastu is not there.
• Bodha = Knowledge.

• Drishyam Nasti – Vastu is seen, existence is not true, actually not there, Pratiyate,
appears, has no Satyam, no reality.
• This kind of cognition is called Mithyatva Jnana.
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Drishyam Nasti Iti Bodhena :
• There is absence of Adhyasa, entire perceived world is Mithya.
• When knowledge happens.

d) Drishya Marjanam :
• Padartha is cleansed.

• Object is taken away from the mind.
• When object is taken away from the Mind.

• Can I have Raaga without thought, object, Vishaya.
• No Mano Rajya, Krodha, Matsarya, Kama without Vishaya?

• Without Drishya Padartha, none of Jiva Srishti – Mandah or Teevra is possible.
e) Mind is free of all Drishyam :

• Manasa Drishya Marjanam.
• Jiva Srishti is gone.

• Whole thing rests on object.
• When objects known as Mithya, mind becomes free of objects,

Example :
• In dream won lottery ticket - $1 million.
• After getting up don’t go in search.
• It is actually not there.
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• Similarly, after waking up to the fact, that entire world of objects is Mithya,
appearance, its factually not there, mind will not hold to objects any more.

• Mind will be free of objects.
• Satyatva buddhi needs to be negated.
• As long as we hold it as Satya, we cannot avoid Sukhitva, Dukhitva.
• Pratipaksha Bavana – avoid notion that it gives Joy.
• Moment Satyatva comes, other issues crop up.
• Mind becomes perfectly silenced.
• House cleaned, everything removed.

f) Sampannam Chet :
• If this happens.

• Remove Satyatva Buddhi.
• Vishaya goes away.

• Mandah goes.
• Teevra goes.

g) Para Nirvana Nir Vrutti :
• Chitta is gone.

• Mind is gone.
• Chit alone is.
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h) Tadaha Utpanna :
• Then arises.
• Tada – then…

• Then arises supreme, Para, Nir Vruttihi = Bliss.
Para Nirvruttihi

Blown
Candle blown
Mind like candle
• Keeps on shooting flames.

• Candle keeps on the flame continuously.
• Similarly, mind keeps on shooting thoughts one after another.

• Suddenly foo!
• Mind gone, Nirvana happens.

• Moksha Ananda, Jeevan Mukti Ananda is there.
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Verse 65 :

A steady and concentrated study of the scriptures and discussion on the truth with the teacher
and other learned persons lead to the conviction that the clam of deep reflection born of the
disappearance of the last vestiges of desires and passions is the highest state.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 65]
Yoga Vasishta : Sthithi Parakarana

A man may have well studied the sastras, and discussed about them in mutual conversation;
yet he is far from his perfection, without his perfect inappetency and taciturnity. [4 – 57 – 28]
• There is no higher state than cessation of the mind.

• Mind being pure consciousness.
a) Chiram Utgrahitam Mithaha :

Sishya says :
• For a long time, I have absorbed essence of teaching.
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• Chiram – for long time – doubts clarified.
• Udgrahitam – grasped essence of Vedanta.
b) Allum Vicharam Shastram :

• I have reflected upon teaching for long time.
• Alum = Sufficient time.

c) Joy because of study of Shastra
• Finding solution to all doubts.

• Intellectual example.
d) Sanyakta Vasanat Mounat :

• Hrithe – other than, Mouna = Not of speech
• Other than that Vak Mouna, this is Vasana Mouna.

• Vasana = Can’t control, comes by itself automatically.
• Svabava Provrutti.

• Deeper impression.
• It doesn’t ask you permission to come.

• Springs by itself, on which you have no control.
• Mano Rajya = Vasana.
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Because we have
- Sense of Satyatva

- Sense of Sukhitva on the objects
- Superimposition happens

• Mano Rajya comes, we have no control Kama comes, Krodha comes, Moha comes, no
control.

• Mandah + Teevra = Vasana
• Ashastriya Jiva Srishti.
• Shastriya – Sravanam + Mananam + Nididhyasanam – till Brahma Jnanam only.
• One goes higher, all Mandah, Teevra dropped.
• Santyakta Vasanat, mounat.
• Mind is not there, consciousness only is there.
e) Nasti Yuttamam Padam :

• Other than this, there is no higher state.
• Bhagawan Rama tells Vasishta.

• I have understood all Shastras.
• Independently thought, reflected, made my mind single pointed.

• Mind seeks highest state where entire Jiva Srishti is dropped.
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• What remains is consciousness alone.

• Ishvara Srishti, Jiva Srishti, Shastriya, Ashastriya, Mandah, Teevra, how to conquer,
when its dropped, pure Consciousness alone is.
• Other than this, there is no higher.
• We must come upto this.

• One can be absorbed in Consciousness, when thoughts do not sprout.
• When no agitations arise, no Mandah, Teevra, Ashastriya Jiva Srishti, one is absorbed
in higher reality.
• Till one is merged, strongly rooted in absolute reality, occasional disturbances could
come because of Prarabda.
• Purva Janma Punya – Papa.

• You are only meditating.
• Totally its quiet.

• For us automatically thoughts come.
• Bhoga happens, Vikshepa happens.
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Verse 66 :

If sometimes owning to actions performed in previous births the mind of a reflective man is
distracted by desire, then it may be brought back to a peaceful state by the constant practice
of spiritual meditations. [Chapter 4 – Verse 66]
a) Kadachit :

• Not always, but when one is gliding into higher reality, occasionally, consciousness
alone is.
b) Punya – Papam – Bhogadayina :
• Gives Joy – Sorrow.

• Childhood friend memory comes.
Example :

• Simon childhood friend.
• Suddenly distraction, from inside Vasana sprouts.

• Chitta is quiet but Chitta has got scope of coming back.
c) Vikshipyate Kadachit Dhihi :

• Buddhi becomes disturbed, creates Vikshepa.
• Creates thoughts which takes you away from abidance in the reality.
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• Kadachit – Occasionally

• Sravanam + Mananam + Nididhyasanam – Over, Vasanas ended, Chitta has become
Chit.
• Suddenly Chitta again comes back.
• Advice given by Vidyaranya.

c) Punaha Samahita Sa Syat :
• Again, make the Vasana still, make it focused, don’t be carried away.

• Example : Shiva meditating.
• Manmatha – puts arrow.

• Thought : Where is it coming from.
• Symbolism : Manmatha blow to Ashes.

Buddhist tradition :
Example :
• Bhagawan Buddha meditating.
• Mara comes
Example :

• Jesus doing Tapas, Satan comes.
• Father is Lord, you shouldn’t be hurt.

• In highest of realization state, there will be a obstacle.
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Example :

• Snake and ladder.
• Brings you down 2 steps before home.

• Sa-Dhi – should be again quietened.
• Nirvikalpa state is broken now.

d) Thatha Eva Abhyasa Patava :
• Abhyasa of Savikalpa.
Samadhi
2 types
Savikalpa
- Saguna Dhyanam

Nirvikalpa

- Nirguna Dhyanam
- Free of all thoughts

• Single pointed thought.
Samadhi with thought

Nirvikalpa

Savikalpa

Samadhi without Vikalpa, thought
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Again take up thought :

• Aham Brahma Asmi.
• Vasana sprouts because of Purva Karma.

• Don’t worry, Kama, Krodha, comes, Vishaya Dhyana comes.
Savikalpa Samadhi Abhyasa - Patavat

Invoke Again Brahmakara Vrutti
Again remember your real nature

• Shivoham, Satchit Ananda Svaropoham, Soham Hamsaha Aham Brahma Asmi, Ayam
Atma Brahma.
• In this way, bring back the thought and focus on them.
• Savikalpa will lead you to Nirvikalpa.

• At final state, disturbances will be there.
• Work at it.
• You will be once and for all established permanently in Nirvikalpa.
• Once Vikshepa ends, you become Brahma Jnani, Brahma Vitu, you are Brahman.
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Verse 67 :

That man whose mind is not subject to distraction is not merely a knower of Brahman but
Brahman itself – so declare the sages versed in the scriptures of Vedanta.
[Chapter 4 – Verse 67]
a) Vikshepa Yasya Naasti :

• Yasya = Chittasya – of the mind.
b) Vikshepa Nasti :
Mind without Vikshepa
Thought disturbance
Agitation
• Vrutti = Vikshepa

• Chitta does not create Vruttis anymore.
• It has quietened down.
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c) Asya Jnaninaha :

• For this wise person, realized person, whose mind does not produce thoughts, Chitta
Vikshepa.
d) Brahmavitvam Na Manyate :
• Such a person, we do not consider him as Brahmavitu.

• Brahma Vetti – iti Brahmavitu.
• Not knower of Brahman.

• Do not attribute to him knowledge of Brahman.
• How do you say that?

• Chitta Vikshepa is gone.
• Chitta becomes Chit.

• How he is not called Knower of Brahman?
• He has reached Brahman.
• Brahma Eva Ayam.
• He is Brahman alone.
• In Paroksha Jnanam, one can be a knower of Brahman.

• In Aparoksha Jnanam, one is Brahman.
• Aham Brahma Asmi

• Ayam Atma Brahman.
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• Means I am Brahman – not that I know Brahman.
• When mind is not there, Manah, Chitta, buddhi, Ahamkara is not there, who can
claim knowership.
• I know this watch

↓
Knower

↓
Vrutti in the mind

I – thought Ahamkara
Reflected Consciousness = Jiva =
Reflection of I-ness
• I – thought = Thought + I

= Jiva
= Knower of watch

Mind ends
Ahamkara – part of mind ends
No medium on which Reflected
Consciousness can be there
Jiva Bava ends
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• Once mind comes up for Jnani – Jnani again has - Manas, buddhi, Chitta, Ahamkara.

• Manas, Buddhi, Chitta, Ahamkara is Badita, falsified in sleep.
Badita Ahamkara
I am coming for Biksha = Jnani
Ahamkara = Badita
• With false Ahamkara, Manas, Buddhi, Chitta, Jnani transacts in the world.
• Similarly with Badita Ahamkara Ajnani transact.
• We take Ahamkara to be ourself, they know Ahamkara is only a thought, not the self.
• When Mind itself has ended, there is no Badita Ahamkara.

• There is only Consciousness.
• Badita Ahamkara :

When Ahamkara is there, and you know it as false.
• When mind has ended, no Ahamkara remains to become Baditam, to be falsified.

• We cannot call such a person as Brahmavitu.
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Person with Bodita Ahamkara

Can say he is a Brahmavitu
He is knower of Brahman
Badita Ahamkara is there
• To the Badita Ahamkara, when mind is there, we can say – he is a Brahma Jnani.

• No He / She here.
• Only consciousness is there.

• Because there is no Badita Ahamkara, Brahma Eva Ayam.
• There is Brahman alone.
e) Iti Munaya Para Darshinaha Prahuhu :
• In this way, Muni, Manasheelaha, great reflective Saints of Vedantic Tradition, have
gone to the other shore, mastered Vedanta, know truths of Vedanta.
• At this time he is not Brahmavitu, he is Brahman.
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Manisha Panchakam :

During its moments of utter quiet, a yogi’s mind gains that Ocean of Bliss, a tiny droplet from
which is sufficient to make Indra and others feel contented and happy. Such a one who has
dissolved his individual intellect in this eternal Ocean of Bliss, is verily Brahman, not a mere
Knower of Brahman – That rare one, whose feet are worshipped even by the very King of Gods
indeed, he alone is my Guru; this is my firm conviction. [Verse 5]
• In that supreme bliss, one whose mind is Galita, lost, such a person is Brahman, not a
knower of Brahman.
• If person is there, can call him Brahmavitu.
• Such a person is Brahman alone not knower of Brahman.
• Munayaha Prayuhu.

• Once Jeeva Srishti is gone, Manas, Buddhi, Chitta, Ahamkara is not there, Chit alone is
there, that is pure Satchit Ananda Brahman alone.
Verse 68

Verse 69

Muktiko Upanishad

Conclusion
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Revision : Verses 64 – 67

I)
Jiva Srishti
Ashastriya

Shastriya
Teevra

Mandah

- Shadripuhas
- Vikshepas – Kama, Krodha,
Lobha, Madha, Matsarya
- Put an end by Viveka,
Vairagya

- Mano Rajyam
- Sankalpa
- Fanciful imagination about
joy in the object
- Deeper
- Conquered by showing to
the mind – intellect that
there are joys greater than
what world can offer.

• Through process of Dhyana, Savikalpa and Nirvikalpa.
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II) 2 methods :
• Savikalpa = Saguna Dhyana
• Nirvikalpa = Nirguna Dhyana

• Joy not in the world of objects.
• See the inexplicable bliss which is in you, yourself.

• Then Mano Rajyam and Mano Vikshepa ends.
• When one starts tasting the bliss of the self.

• Wish for external Joy recedes and disappears.
III) Mano Rajyam is a deeper issue to be pursued by deeper enquiry.

• Mandah = Weak = Mano Rajya
• Teevra = Kama, Krodha, etc.
Mandatva
- Not evidently painful
- Nice thinking of object
- Feel pleasure about objects
- Beginning of all pain
Gita : Chapter 2 – Verse 62
- Dhyayato Vishayan Pumsaha…

Teevra
- Immediately give problem in
mind
- Nobody happy with Kama,
Krodha in mind.
- Desire – I want
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Gita :

When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them arises; from attachment desire is born;
from desire arises anger… [Chapter 2 – Verse 62]
IV) When both Teevra and Mandah Jeeva Srishti have been conquered, then, Mano Rajya and
Kama will be conquered.

Verse 63 :
• For that person thoughts cease
a) Jite Tasmin Vrutti Shunyam :
Absence of thoughts, becomes quiet, free of thoughts
• We have taste of free of thoughts in deep sleep and we all relish it = Smoky
experience.
• It is dullening the thoughts not freedom from thoughts.
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Example :
• Take sleeping tablet, dullened brain, lazy after getting up.
• In sleep dullen our thoughts by Tamas.

• It is restlessness being pacified.
• True rest of the mind is in Sattwa, can’t be described in words.

b) Manas Tishtati Mukavatu :
• Mind of such a person like a person who is dumb.

• Dumb person is naturally speechless, mind remains naturally thoughtless.
• No more Mauna = Artificial speechlessness.

• Dumb – Mukha – naturally speechless.
• In the same way, mind reaches natural quietitude.

• Jeevan Mukti Viveka :
When mind is free of thoughts, Chitta = Chit, Pure Consciousness.

• Such a state, free of thought, is glorified in the Shastras, in very high terms.
• Padam = Uttama Pada
Para

Nirvana

Nirvritti

Highest

Liberation

Bliss

• Highest liberation, blissful state.
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• In such a state, you can’t call person as Jeevan Mukta or Brahmavitu, knower of
Brahman.

• Why?
• Brahmavitu refers to an individual.
• When mind has ended, no individuality at all.
• Individuality = Reflected Consciousness.
• Mind has ended, no mirror for Sun to get reflected.
• Where is water for the moon to get reflected.
• Mind = Substratum for self’s reflection.

• Once the self's reflection is there, we call it individuality.
• For Jeevan Mukta Purusha, apparent mind is.

• In Apparent mind, reflection also is apparent.
• We think the individual is real, reflected I is real.

• We lead that kind of life.
• Who is Advayananda?

o Advayanada is consciousness.
o Reflected in the mind identified with body – mind intellect.

o This we take it as real.
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For Jnani :
• Whose mind is Vrutti Shunyam, what happens to individuality?
• Individuality in Jeevan Mukta, is Baditam.

• Baditam also not there for a person who is free of thoughts.
• What is he then?

• He is pure Consciousness.
• He is not Brahmavitu, he is Brahman itself.
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Verse 68 :

One whose mind does on longer dwell on whether he knows Brahman or not but who remains
identified with pure consciousness or knowledge is not merely a knower of Brahman but
Brahman Itself. [Chapter 4 – Verse 68]
Muktika Upanishad :
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The clinging to Objects without Previous or subsequent deliberation through intense longing is
stated to be Vasana. O Chief of Monkeys, whatever is meditated Upon by a person with ardent
impetuosity without any other Vasana - That he soon becomes. A person that is entirely
subject to Vasana becomes of the nature of that, when he regards this (Universe) as Sat (The
reality), then he is Subject to delusion. Because of the many strong Vasana, he does not
abandon the nature of the Universe. This person of wrong Vision sees everything under
infatuation like one deluded. Vasana are of two kinds - The Pure and the impure. The impure
ones are the cause of rebirth, while the pure are the destroyers of it. The impure are said by
the wise to be of the nature of intense Ajnana, Associated with the great Ahamkara and
generative of rebirth. Of What avail is the chewing again and again of the many Sastric stories
to one that has abandoned the seed of re-birth, having turned it into a burnt one? O Maruti,
you should with effort, seek the effulgence within. O tiger of Monkeys, whoever, after having
abandoned the visible and the Invisible, is as the One alone is not a mere knower of Brahman
but is Brahman itself. [2 - 1 - 57 to 64]
• Yoga Vasishta.

a) Yaha Tishtati – Darshana Darshane Hitva Svayam Kevalarupataha :
• Person who is free of thought.

• One who abides.
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After having given up
Darshana

-

Knowledge
Pratyaksha
Aparoksha
Proximate
Known
Notion - I know

Adarshana
-

Ignorance
Paroksha
Remote
Not known
Notion - I don’t know

• Established in thoughtlessness, there is no notion – I know Brahman or Aham
Brahma Asmi.
• Brahmakara Vrutti.

Seeker starts :
I)

I don’t know Brahman

II) Next : I know Brahman intellectually as Paroksha
III) I am Brahman = Darshana = Knowledge
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• Focuses – Dharana
• Breaks occasional – Dhyana.

• No break at all – natural flow – Samadhi.
• Stages of Sadhana.

• Person in thoughtlessness does not have thought I am Brahman.
• Transcended :

I do not know Brahman.
• In thoughtless state :

He is free of Darshana and Adarshana.
• Adarsana dropped on getting Paroksha Jnanam, after Mananam.

• Darshana continues in states of Dharana, Dhyana, Samadhi, Savikalpa Samadhi.
• In Nirvikalpa Samadhi – thought “Aham Brahma Asmi” ends.

• At that state, one is without two, state of Advaita.
b) Kevala Rupataha :

• Without any distinctions.
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Distinction

Sajatiya, Vijatiya, Svagata

Without differentiating factors

Kevala Rupataha

Subject – object

Kaivalya

Bheda Rahitaha

Kevala Bhavana
Of single – one nature
No differences

Sajatiya :

• Manushya Jati
• Human

Vijatiya :
• Man – Dog

Svagata :
• Within one individual leg, head, nose.

• I state of thoughtlessness, no difference.
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c) Yaha Tishtati :

• One who is abiding this way.
• One – w.r.t. two

• No expression.
d) Oh Seeker Brahman Brahmavitu, Brahma Svayam
• He is Brahman, not knower of Brahman.
• Knowership pertains to ego, is transcended.
• Knowership can be there when thought is there.
• When Aham Brahma Asmi Vrutti is there, you can be knower of Brahman.
• When Aham Brahma Asmi Vrutti ceases, no knowership of Brahman, one is Brahman.
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Verse 69 :

This liberation in life is the final step attained by Sublating or removing the mental creations of
the Jiva (Projected on the world of Ishvara). So in this chapter we have described how the
duality created by the Jiva differs from that created by Ishvara. [Chapter 4 – Verse 69]

• This place where words can’t be used.
Taittriya Upanishad :

Whence all the speech turns back with the mind without reaching it (The eternal Truth, the
Brahman), He who knows the bliss of eternal truth, the Brahman, fears not at any time. This
mind is the embodied soul of the Pranamaya. Of this (Pranamaya) the Manomaya is the self.
[2 - 4 - 1]
• Words recede…
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• Whatever you tell about it… it – inert, he – masculine, she – masculine.

• Can’t use he, she, it.
a) Jeevan Muktehe Parakashta :

• Highest = Para.
• Kashta = Limit of Jeevan Mukti.
• Anybody interested?
• Ultimate to reach.
• How can this be obtained?
b) Jiva Dvaita Vivarjanat Labhyate Asau :
• This ultimate limit Jeevan Mukti is obtained.

• By being free of Jeeva Dvaita.
Dvaita Viveka
Realm of duality = Srishti = Creation
• Jeeva Dvaita Varjanat = By being free from Jiva Srishti.

• Dvaita = Indication of Srishti.
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I

I know

Dvaitam

Subject

Object

Jiva Srishti

• Realm of duality of a Jiva or creation of Jiva.

• Dvaita = Srishti = creation.
• Jiva Srishti Vi – Varjanat Viseshena – free of –

• Being free of Jiva Srishti.
Jiva Srishti
Shastriya
I

Ashastriya

I know

Dvaitam

Kama – Krodha

Mano Rajya

• 1st drop – Ashastriya Teevra.

• 2nd drop – Ashastriya Mandah
• 3rd – take recourse to Shastriya Jiva Srishti – Do Sravanam + Mananam +
Nididhyasanam.
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• In Nididhyasanam, Aham Brahma Asmi Vrutti is there.
• In Nididhyasanam, drop Sravanam + Mananam.

• From Nididhyasanam, go to Samadhi.
• Drop Aham Brahma Asmi Vrutti.

• Nididhyasanam also dropped.
• What is order of dropping Jiva Srishti?

• Don’t drop Shastriya.
• Drop Ashastriya… drop Teevra, drop Mandah.

• Take up Sravanam + Mananam + Nididhyasanam, Sravanam + Mananam – dropped.
• Go from Nididhyasanam → Samadhi, “Nididhyasanam” is naturally dropped.

• Why put effort to drop Ashastriya type?
• Because you have to put effort to cultivate Shastriya type.
Drop
- For Ever
- Ashastriya

Take
- For sometime
- Shastriya
- Drop in Samadhi

• Yena Tyajasi Tat Tyaja.

• That by which you drop everything, that also you drop.
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• What remains?
• Jeevan Muktehe Para Kashta.

• What did you do in this Chapter 4? Dvaita Viveka.
c) Atra Idam :
Atra Idam

Jiva Srishti
Jiva Dvaita
d) Isha Dvaitat Vivechitam :
• We differentiated Ishvara Srishti from Jiva Srishti.
• Why?
• In order we can drop Jiva Srishti by clarity and understanding.

• We attain : Jeevan Muktehe Para Kashtaha.
• This is a practical, easy, nice chapter.

• No complication
• 1st Chapter : Lot of technical terms.
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• Go through 4th Chapter
3rd Chapter

2nd Chapter
1st Chapter

• Read 1st verse of Chapter 4.
• Study not over, restart the chapter.

• Read again and again.
Verse 1 :

In this section we shall discuss the world of duality created by Isvara and Jiva. By such critical
discussion, the limit of duality causing the bondage which the Jiva has to renounce will be
clear. [Chapter 4 – Verse 1]
a) In this Chapter – we have differentiated:
• Jiva and Ishvara Srishti.

b) Viveke Sati, Jivena Heyaha Bandaha :
• Bondage to be put an end is Sphutibavet – is very clear.

• What is to be dropped – Jiva Srishti – very clear.
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